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Abstract
Interactive Problem Solving Environments (PSEs) offer an integrated approach for constructing and running complex systems, such as distributed simulation systems. To achieve efficient execution of High Level Architecture
(HLA)-based distributed interactive simulations on the Grid, we introduce a PSE called Grid HLA Management
System (G-HLAM) for their management. This is done by introducing migration and monitoring mechanisms for
such applications. In this paper we present how G-HLAM can be applied to the applications supporting surgeons
with simulations of vascular reconstruction, using distributed federations on the Grid for the communication among
simulation and visualization components.

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002004265).
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1 Introduction
Problem Solving Environments (PSEs) are integrated computational systems that allow scientists to define complex
problems, find the required nearest components and resources available, and utilize them efficiently. PSEs offer an
integrated approach for constructing and running complex systems, such as distributed simulation and decision support
systems.
In this paper we focus on PSEs for running distributed interactive simulations on the Grid. This effort gives a
potential opportunity for better and more convenient usage of distributed resources that are needed by such simulations,
but were previously inaccessible and are now available through Grid.
There are solutions that may be used as underlying frameworks for such PSEs. One of them is the High Level
Architecture (HLA) [11] which offers many features for developers of interactive and distributed applications. HLA
enables merging geographically distributed parts (called federates) of simulations (called federations) into a coherent
entity. It is explicitly designed as support for interactive distributed simulations, it provides various services required
for that specific purpose, such as time management, useful for time-driven or event-driven interactive simulations. It
also provides data distribution management and enables all application components to access the entire application data
space in an efficient way. On the other hand, the HLA standard does not provide automatic setup of HLA distributed
applications and there is no mechanism for migrating federates according to the dynamic changes of host loads or
failures, which is essential for Grid applications. Therefore, there is a need for a PSE that would manage HLA-based
collaborative environments on the Grid.
The Grid Services concept provides a good starting point for building the Grid HLA Management System (GHLAM) for that purpose, as described in [23]. The concept of G-HLAM can be also ported to component platforms
like CCA [4], H2O [14], ProActive [20] or Grid Component Model [10].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present an overview of most important PSEs for distributed
interactive simulations. For each of these environments, we analyse the advantages and disadvantages for adapting
Grid solutions. In Section 3 we describe benefits of using HLA for our purposes and present G-HLAM system. In
Section 4 experimental results are presented and we conclude in Section 5.

2 PSEs for distributed interactive applications
This Section presents the overview of Problem Solving Environments which may be applied for interactive distributed
applications.

2.1 Computational Steering Environment
The aim of the Computational Steering Environment (CSE) [6] is to provide scientific end users with an environment
in which they can easily define interactive interfaces to ongoing simulations. The CSE architecture is implemented as
a set of processes - called satellites - which implement standard visualization operations. The simulation is also seen
by the system as a satellite. Satellites cooperate by sending and receiving data from a central data manager which, in
turn, notifies all interested satellites about data mutations. The most predominant satellite is the interactive graphics
editing tool called Parametrized Graphics Object (PGO) editor, which allows the end user to sketch out visualizations.
A two-way binding between visualization and data is achieved by binding the sketch to data within the data manager.
CSE uses the TCP/IP protocol as a communication layer between satellites. The main disadvantage of the CSE is its
centralization, which hampers its scalability in Grid environments. However, the idea of a data manager and satellites
can be somehow extended (e.g. by building hierarchical or distributed data sets).

2.2 CUMULVS
Collaborative User Migration, User Library for Visualization and Steering
(CUMULVS) [13] allows the programmer to add interactive steering and visualization to an existing parallel or serial
program (task). With CUMULVS, each of the collaborators can start up an independent view program that will
connect to the running simulation program. Viewers allow scientists to browse through the various data fields being
computed and observe the ongoing convergence toward a solution. CUMULVS also allows an application program to
perform user-directed checkpointing and automated restarts of parallel programs using checkpointing, even across a
heterogeneous cluster of machines. A single user library interface routine passes control to CUMULVS periodically,
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to transparently handle the viewer attachment / detachment protocols, the selection and extraction of data, and the
updating of steering parameters. CUMULVS allows each front-end viewer to interactively select the granularity and
extent of data that it desires to view. Currently, CUMULVS uses PVM [21] as its message passing substrate; it allows
for pairs of anonymous tasks to communicate with each other without both tasks being started at the same time. MPI
does not allow these dynamics, so porting CUMULVS ideas to MPI would not be easy.

2.3 Cactus Problem Solving Environment
Cactus [1] is an open-source problem solving environment designed for scientists and engineers. The name Cactus
comes from the design of a central core, which connects to application modules - or thorns - through an extensible
interface. Thorns can implement custom-developed scientific or engineering applications, such as the Einstein solvers,
or other applications such as computational fluid dynamics. Cactus is an environment for a wide range of issues,
here we concentrate on its support for parallel or distributed simulations and their visualisation. In Cactus, different
thorns can be used to implement different parallel paradigms, such as PVM, Pthreads [17], OpenMP [19], CORBA
[5], MPICH-G etc. Cactus can be compiled with as many driver thorns as required (subject to availability), with the
one actually used chosen by the user at runtime through a parameter file. Cactus provides the ability to stream online
data from a running simulation via TCP/IP socket communications. Multiple visualization clients can connect to a
running Cactus executable via a socket from any remote machine on the Grid, then request arbitrary data from the
running simulation and display simulation results in real time. This can be done in two ways: by an HTTP control
interface or through socket connections. Cactus already provides support for Grid–enabled MPI – MPICH-G. Its
main disadvantage is that the parallelization is limited to domain decomposition. However, because of the modular
architecture of Cactus, it appears that adding extended functionality would be quite easy for application developers.

2.4 Discover
Discover [15] is a interactive and collaborative system that enables geographically distributed scientists and engineers
to collaboratively monitor, and control high performance parallel/distributed applications using web-based portals.
Discover provides a three-tier architecture composed of detachable thin clients at the front-end, a peer-to-peer network
of servers in the middle, and the Distributed Interactive Object Substrate (DIOS++) at the back-end. An important part
of Discover is a rule-based visualization system. Rules are decoupled from the system and can be externally injected
to manage such visualization behavior at runtime, as autonomically selecting the appropriate visualization routines
and methods and adjusting the extraction threshold. To allow rule–based management, DIOS++ provides autonomic
objects that extend application computational objects with sensors to monitor the state of the objects. It also contains
actuators to modify the state of the objects, access policies to control accesses to sensors and actuators and rule agents
to enable rule-based autonomic self-management. Discover uses HTTP for connection with visualisation thin clients
and CORBA for communication with application engines. Discover already possesses a distributed and scalable peerto-peer type of architecture. However, it can still be extended to take advantage from Grid technology, which would
enable it to be automatically set up and effectively run in a non-centrally controlled environment consisting of different
administrative domains.

2.5 TENT
TENT [24] is a software integration and workflow management system that helps improve the building and management of process chains for complex simulations in distributed environments. TENT allows for online steering, and
visualization of simulations. Wrappers are used to interface application modules (e.g. Computation Fluid Dynamics
(CFD), Computation Structural Mechanics (CSM), visualisation or filters) with the system. The system consists of
base components which include: modules for controlling workflows; factories for starting system and applications in
the distributed environment; the name server as the central information service. There are also support components –
additional services for special application scenarios not covered by the basic functionality. Examples include: a data
server for storing data files, a monitoring and reporting component, and several special control components (e.g., for
coupled simulations like the ones parallelized with MPI). The system is controlled by a user through a GUI. TENT
uses CORBA for communication between parts of the system. TENT is already Grid–enabled: it supports MPICH-G2
simulations. The Globus Toolkit version 2 is used for resource selection, for starting applications, and for data transfer
and security.
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2.6 Interactive Simulation Systems Conductor
Interactive Simulation Systems Conductor (ISSConductor) [27] is an agent oriented component framework for Interactive Simulation Systems. The system introduces two kinds of agents: Module Agents that are specific for different
modules of interactive application like simulation, visualization and interaction and Communication Agents that are
used for communication between Module Agents and actual modules. Module Agent uses an extended finite state
machine to model the run-time behavior of a component, and adopts first order logic to represent the interaction constraints between components and to implement them in the knowledge bases of agents. ISS-Conductor separates the
basic computational functions of a component from its run-time behavior controls, and provides a high level interface
for users to design interaction scenarios. The framework is very general and can be used for various interactive applications. ISS-Conductor is built on top of HLA described in the previous Section. Currently, ISS-Conductor is not
Grid-enabled, however it can easily take advantage of the system presented in this paper, since it is built over the HLA
standard.

2.7 Comparision of existing PSE’s
System

Type of simulation
and its distribution
runtime
steering
– multiple visualizations for one
simulation
runtime steering of
parallel simulations
(PVM)
runtime steering of
parallel or distributed
simulations PVM,
Pthreads, OpenMP,
CORBA, MPICH-G

Protocol

Porting to the Grid issue

TCP/IP

scalability issue

PVM

porting to MPI issue

two possibilities:
1) HTTP
2) HDF5
format
over
TCP/IP

support for MPICH-G

Discover

parallel and distributed applications
in general

HTTP,
CORBA

TENT

parallel and distributed simulations

CORBA

distributed
tions

HLA

scalable architecture that
could be extended to
allow automatic setup
and effective run in noncentrally controlled Grid
environment
TENT is already Grid enabled by using GTv2 and
MPICH-G2 features [24]
no adaptation to changing
environment, no automatic
setup, no dynamic discovery

CSE

CUMULVS

CACTUS

ISS-Conductor

simula-

Table 1: Main features of the interactive simulation and visualization environments
In this Section we have presented environments that support interactive steering of simulations. For each of
presented systems we described the architecture and protocols used to connect simulations with visualizations. For
each of the systems we also analyzed the possibilities of adapting it to the Grid environment. A summary of the features
of the presented systems is show in Tab. 1. CSE, CUMULVS, Cactus, Discover and TENT focus more on support
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for steering simulations without much concern for advanced simulation composition from distributed components
which often use different time management. ISS-Conductor is a high–level system built over HLA - a standard
allowing for interoperability between different types of simulations. Basing on this analysis, we have chosen HLA as
a base for distributed interactive simulations running on the Grid. It is a well recognized standard and offers all the
necessary functionality for simulation developers. Its important feature is that the local time management mechanism
of one simulation component (federate) is not visible to other federates. Hence, all forms of time management (time–
driven, event–driven, parallel discrete event, real–time–driven) may be linked together. HLA also allows to build
scalable simulation systems. It separates the communication infrastructure from the actual simulation. Additionally, it
introduces a uniform way of describing events and objects being exchanged between federates. All of these features
allow interoperability between various simulations. Although HLA originates from the defense technology, there
is a growing interest from non-military areas like manufacturing, transportation and gaming industries. Therefore
companies are currently working on more scalable and efficient implementations of the standard [22]. Recently, open
source implementation was also released [18].

3 PSE for HLA-based simulations
3.1 Need for a Grid for HLA-based applications
Usually, parts of distributed simulations require different resources: quick access to database, computational power
or specific VR hardware. It is quite unlikely to find those resources at one geographical site. Additionally, if more
simulations need to be run concurrently, one site with computational power may not be sufficient. A similar problem
arises when many visualisations (users) located in different places want to observe the same simulation. Therefore, the
application modules usually have to be located in geographically different places and the Grid concept that facilitates
access to computing resources may be a very promising approach here.
As stated above, HLA has advanced mechanisms supporting distributed simulations, so execution of HLA–based
applications on the Grid should be natural extension of its usage. However, the HLA standard was developed assuming
a certain quality of service in the underlying environment. Therefore, there is a need for adaptation of HLA–based
applications to the dynamically changing Grid as well as for automatic setup, dynamic discovery and fault-tolerance
mechanisms.
The Grid [7] is designed to coordinate resources that are not under central control. Additionally, the Web services
[25] concept of abstract interfaces allows for modular design (OGSA, WSRF) [8]. However, the Grid environment
is shared between many users and its conditions can change in an unpredictable way. Therefore, there is a need for
a system that adapts HLA-based applications to a dynamically–changing environment and requires fault tolerance
mechanisms such as migration of its distributed federates or their monitoring.
In addition, the Grid idea is to facilitate access to computing resources and make it more transparent to the user.
Currently, setting up distributed applications based on HLA requires tedious setup and configuration. The HLA standard does not cover aspects of dynamic discovery of HLA federations. Therefore, there is a need for a mechanism that
sets up an HLA–based application on geographically distributed system (i.e. the Grid) in a more convenient way. Subsequently, HLA federates should be able to find one another dynamically and transparently to the user. Additionally,
HLA does not provide security mechanisms similar to the one provided by the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [9],

3.2 Grid HLA Management System
The Grid HLA Management System (G-HLAM) supports efficient execution of HLA-based simulations on the Grid.
The system is built on top of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure as presented in [26, 23, 12]. In the future we would
like to use also lightweight Grid Component platform [2] for that purpose.
The architecture of G-HLAM system is shown in the Fig. 1. The group of main G-HLAM services consists of: a
Broker Service which coordinates management of the simulation, a Performance Decision Service which decides when
the performance of any of the federates is not satisfactory and therefore migration is required, and a Registry Service
which stores information about the location of local services. On each Grid site, supporting HLA, there are local
services for performing migration commands on behalf of the Broker Service, as well as for monitoring federates and
benchmarking. Application Monitoring Services are based on the OCM-G monitoring system [3]. The HLA–Speaking
Service is one of the local services interfacing federates with the G-HLAM system, using GRAM for submission of
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SITE A

USER

Broker Client

N−th Grid site supporting HLA
Benchmark
Services
Infrastructure
Monitoring Service

SITE B
Broker Service
Performance
Decision Service
Application
Monitoring
Main Service
Manager

Broker Support
Services

Application
Monitoring
Service Manager

Registry Service

Services

Application
federate
code

RTIExec
Service

Migration
Service
Migration Support
Services

HLA Interfacing
Services

HLA
bus
Grid site supporting HLA
Migration Support
Services

SITE C

HLA−Speaking
Service

Broker Support
Services

HLA−Speaking
Service
HLA
Management
Services

RTIExec
RTIExec
Service

HLA legacy components

Figure 1: Grid HLA Management System Architecture (G-HLAM consists of services which control the whole HLA
application and the services that should be installed on each HLA-enabled Grid site.
federates. A more detailed description of the HLA-Speaking Service, together with the GridHLAController library,
which actually interfaces the application code with the system, can be found in [12].

4 Application of G-HLAM to vascular reconctruction
In this section we present results of the experiment in which G-HLAM was applied as the prototype collaborative
environment for vascular reconstruction. The prototype consists of two types of modules communicating with HLA:
simulation module (MPI parallel simulation) and visualization-receiver modules (responsible for receiving data from
the simulation). At each time step, the simulation calculates velocity vectors of simulated blood flow in 3D space and
sends them to visualisations modules. In our experiment, we have measured the duration time of first 8 steps of the
simulation that included actual calculations and sending time.
We show how migration improves performance from the point of view of the user - i.e. how sending output data
from the simulation changes after migration if the partial simulation results are actually observed by someone. The
experiment was performed on the DutchGrid DAS2 testbed infrastructure and at CYFRONET, Krakow, as shown in
Tab. 2. We used GT v3.2 and HLA RTI 1.3v5. In the presented experiment one simulation was migrated. The number
of visualization-receivers was fixed and equal to 25. In this experiment we show how migration can improve the efficiency of simulation execution when its results are sent online to many users. The bandwidth available for testing was
broad (10Gbps), so communication did not play an important role and calculations were the most time–consuming part
of the execution. In order to create conditions in which migration would be useful, we increased the load of the Grid
site where the simulation was executed (cluster in Amsterdam) by submitting non–related, computationally–intensive
jobs. Next, we imitated a Resource Broker and migrated the simulation to another site which was not overloaded
(cluster in Leiden). The actual migration was conducted by Migration Service using HLA–Speaking Service. The
experiments were performed at night in order to avoid interference from other users. Tab. 3 shows duration times of
interactive steps with a human in the loop (for the first 8 steps). At each step, the simulation calculates data and sends
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Operating System
Network
Role
Migration source
Migration destination
visualizations

RTIexec

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Advanced Server, version 3
10 Gbps (DAS2) + 155 Mbps (DAS2-Cyfronet)
Name
CPU
RAM
DAS2 Nikhef Pentium III 1 GHz
1 GB
DAS2 Leiden Pentium III 1 GHz
2 GB
DAS2 Delft
Pentium III 2GHz
2 GB
DAS2 Utrecht Pentium III 1 GHz
1 GB
DAS2 Vrije
Pentium III 1 GHz
2 GB
Cyf Krakow
Xeon 2.4 GHz
1 GB
Table 2: Grid testbed infrastructure

Number of
simulation’s step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Calculations plus sending
from sim. to vis. time
112
109
100
177
30
45
46
39

Note
before migration
before migration
before migration
including migration
after migration
after migration
after migration
after migration

Table 3: Impact of migration on simulation performance within the collaborative environment
it to the 25 visualization-receivers modules using HLA. Tab. 3 shows that before migration the average time in a single
step was around 107 sec and after migration around 40 sec (which is 2.6 times shorter). The time of the step when
migration was performed was 1.6 longer then the average time before migration. The results show that it is better to
spend some time on migration to another site, from where the response time is shorter. In our experiment, in each step,
the simulation produces 52000 velocity vectors of simulated blood flow in 3D space.

5 Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the brief analysis of PSEs supporting the development, execution and/or steering of
simulations. For each of these environments, we have analysed the advantages and disadvantages for adaptation of
Grid solutions. According to our analysis, there was no solution that allowed to run HLA simulations, including legacy
codes, on the Grid in efficient way as it can be achieved by the system we have developed – G-HLAM. In particular,
we have shown that migration of badly performing parts of simulations to a better location reduces computation and
communication time and effectively improves the overall performance.
The future work will concentrate mainly on using component architectures (like CCA [4], H2O [14], ProActive
[20], GCM [10]), as they are a very promising approach due to such features as lightweight environments [2], dynamic
behavior, scalability to suit various environmental requirements etc. Applying the advantages of these technologies to
distributed interactive simulations will allow not only for technological migration of existing G-HLAM functionality,
but also for it’s extension to achieve reusability and interoperability of simulation models.
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